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ORFIELD DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION, INC. NAMED MIDWEST HOME/ASID-MN LIFE
IN BOLD COLOR COMPETITION WINNER
Midwest Home Magazine, with American Society of Interior Designers Minnesota (ASID-MN)
Names 6 Life in Bold Color Competition Winners
Minnetonka, MN, September 18th, 2017— Midwest Home Magazine, with American Society of
Interior Designers Minnesota (ASID-MN) named Orfield Design & Construction, Inc., in
Minnetonka, MN, a 2017 winner of the Life in Bold Color competition.
Midwest Home and the American Society of Interior Designers Minnesota (ASID MN) created the
annual Life in Color competition to demonstrate the power of color.
Midwest Home promotes the value of good design and brings our readers insight into how good
design enhances the quality of their lives. We inform readers about new design trends and home
products, and feature the work of local design professionals. For the Life in Bold Color
competition, the jury evaluated entries based on how well the design solution met the project’s
goals, the designer’s innovative and creative use of color, and the designer’s demonstrated
master of color theory/psychology.
About the project: The empty-nester owners of a midcentury modern rambler decided they
wanted a fun and functional bathroom for their guests and grandkids. Everything stayed in place,
but the finishes turned up the heat. Walls painted with Sherwin Williams in “Red Alert” add pizazz,
and the colorful mosaic tiles above the vanity and around the bathtub multiply the impact. Carrera
marble countertops and wood-plank floor tile balance and ground the space.
About Orfield Design: Since 1978, our local, second-generation, award-winning Design/Build
firm has been offering unique, creative design solutions in any community. Our company offers:
Interior Designers, Accredited Drafters, Master Carpenters, and Detailed Project Managers. We
take pride in our personal service, permit-ready plans, professional communication, organization
and quality in both workmanship and materials. Not only do we enjoy completing projects
alongside handy homeowners, but take complete responsibility from start to finish for those who
wish to just watch and enjoy their finished spaces! For more information or to schedule a meeting
at your home, contact Orfield at (952) 920-6543 or admin@orfielddesign.com!
About Midwest Home: Midwest Home is dedicated to showcasing fine homes and gardens in
the Twin Cities and around Minnesota. Six times each year, Midwest Home magazine inspires its
readers with design trends, entertaining ideas, tips from decorators and gardeners, and features
on new homes and renovations. The print magazine has been recognized with numerous awards
for its fine editorial content and beautiful design over the years by the Minnesota Magazine &
Publishing Association Excellence Awards. For more information, contact Midwest Home
Magazine at (612) 371-5800 or information@greenspring.com.

